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Moviestarplanet.com

SmallWorlds wants your help. MovieStarPlanet ApS may be the ongoing firm behind the video
games and social networks for kids aged 8-13 years - moviestarplanet, BlockStarPlanet and
boonieplanet. In the virtual worlds each user designs their own MovieStar avatar, BlockStar
and Boonie, which are accustomed to play the games, engage and also have fun with other
friends. In the games there exists a wide spread of options to dress-up, chat with friends,
design looks, making movies and scrapbooks, design clothes, building play and robots mini
video games.
To other celebrities, your Profile is a place where they discover who you are. By visiting free
vip on msp , movie stars can access all content created by you. Your Profile displays all your
Designs , Photos , Movies , ArtBooks , YouTube and looks video clips that you like.
MovieStarPlanet is usually a an online social networking with creative action features directed
at 8-13 year olds across web, mobile and tablet. Reaching over 40M kids every full month,
SuperAwesome may be the largest digital kids marketing platform in the global world,
permitting brands to safely engage with kids across desktop and cellular web platforms. The
exclusive partnership will at first see MovieStarPlanet integrating SuperAwesome's ad platform
for Australia and New Zealand.
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The movie star character types acquire Fame and StarCoins (the currency of CELEB Planet)
when additional users watch their films. StarCoins can be used to get costumes, animations,
backdrops for films, and much more. By playing and interacting with friends and by
participating in creative competitions, players move up in the CELEB Planet world.
MovieStarPlanet doesn't require e-mail if you don't possess an e-mail entered, any hacker that
enters their e-mail address can access your lock and account you out. They don't have a
person support phone number and the account e-mail must get yourself a response from their
automated service. I shall file fraudulent credit card transaction with Visa because we provided
them money.


